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SUMMARY 

The Authors retrospectively evaluate the ad
vantages and limitations of CAT in 57 patients 
presenting suspected gynecologic pelvic masses. 

CAT showed great accuracy in identifying 
the presence or absence of the mass (only 3 
false negatives and no false positive) whereas it 
diagnosed the nature of the lesion correctly only 
in 19 cases. 

In 41 cases the CAT provided clinically si
gnificant information adding to those of the 

lm,i gyneco1og1e exammat10n. 
Despite some limitations, CAT has proven to 

be a useful and accurate method to diagnose 
�nd eyaluate. su_s�ected g)'.necologic masses be
fore the surgical intervention. 
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The pelvis can be accurately exami
ned with computerized axial tom.ography
(CAT): it has enough adipose tissue to 
givc a clear plCture, the reliability of 
which is also contributed towards by the 
relative lack of artifacts. 

The aim of this work was to retrospec
tively evaluate the advantages and the li
mitations of computerized axial tomogra-
ph� as a first observation investigation in 
patients with a clinical finding of'pelvic 
mass of uncertain nature'. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 
We evaluated 57 patients, all of whom refer

red to us with a clinical diagnosis of suspected 
pelvic mass; patients who had already undergone 
other instrumental examinations, such as ultra
sonography, were excluded from the study in 
order to avoid altering the reliability by per
forming accelerated examinations. 

All the examinations were performed with a 
tomographic unit, Delta 50 FS, with a scan 
time of 18 seconds and that simultaneously gives 
two sepions, each.13 �?1 !hick.. C,:\-T. r�sults 
were then compared with those obtained intra
operatively or with the final diagnosis, based 
upon the successive clinical course observed in 
patients that were not submitted to operation. 

RESULTS 

To determine the reliability of CAT we 
considered separately four different diag
nos tic stages: 1) presence or absence of 
a mass; 2) density of the mass; 3) site or 
organ of origin; and 4) nature of the mass 
(benign or malignant). 

Where a mass was present, a high diag
nostic accuracy was reached with CAT, 
with 54 correct diagnoses being made in 
57 cases (diagnostic accuracy of 9 5 %) 
with only 3 false negatives, due to a false 
picture given by motion artifacts; there 
were no false positives. In 11 cases the 
diagnosis of "no mass" was made, and the 
false positives made on the basis of the 
clinical examination were mainly due to 
misleading symptoms, especially in obese 
patients. 
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